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can be had to order, dramatics cannot ! Drama also
involves a great deal of time and labour and the most
careful and skilled supervision.1 It is usually the school-
master and his pupils who stage dramas—and the best
schoolmaster and the best pupils at that. All this
takes away from school time and means late nights for all
concerned. Much, therefore, as the boys love the fun of
going from village to village with their play, dramas must
be kept strictly within bounds and used as a special treat
for big occasions rather than as a routine means of publicity.
If grown-ups from district headquarters or country towns
will form an amateur dramatic club and help the good
work, so much the better. Professionals are best left out
of it as they very rarely understand village ways and do
not usually mix well with amateurs. A time limit should
always be set, and the drama firmly closed down when it is
reached. Otherwise the boy actors will not get enough
sleep, and if the play is being staged in Fair Week, everyone
oversleeps the next morning and the whole day's pro-
gramme is late.
The cost of staging dramas is very small as very few
properties are wanted if the play is really good in itself.
The production of good plays requires special encourage-
ment and organization.2 Prizes must be offered, and when
the dramas come in they must be scrutinized by experts
and the best writers told what is wrong and how their
dramas can be improved. Few people seem to realize that
a drama requires very special skill and knowledge to put
together, and that is why one sees so many very poor
(and very long 1) shows, held together only by the broad
1	Could the puppet show be revived ?    It should be cheaper than
ordinary drama, and, well-staged, should have a very great appeal.
2	The Commissioner, Rural Reconstruction, Punjab has a few
selected dramas.

